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There is also a chapter on the modern functional-analytic 
way of looking at Fourier Analysis and its applications to prime 
number theory. He also uses Stieltje’s integrals on occasion to 
analyze what is happening. The book is not an exhaustive survey 
on the thousands of papers that have been written on the zeta 
function and prime number theory but rather follows several lines 
of papers directly flowing from Ri emann’s work. 
KARL MARX. MATHEMATISCHE MANUSKRIPTE. Edited, with an introduc- 
tion and commentary, by Wolfgang Endemann. Kronberg Taunus , 
BRD (Spriptor Verlag) . 1974. 178 p. 
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At the burial of Karl Marx, 17 March 1883, Friedrich Engels 
noted tha.t Marx had worked in many fields and “in each, even in 
that of mathematics, he made independent discoveries” (Marx/Engels, 
Werke, vol. 19, p. 336). That, Engels singled out mathematics 
for special mention was no accident; Marx was often occupied with 
mathematics in his later years, although he never published his 
mathematical writings. Nor was Engels able to carry out the in- 
tention he expressed in 1885 of doing so. Then interest in this 
aspect of Marx’ studies seems to have languished until 1933 when, 
on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of Marx’ death, two brief 
articles, dating from 1881, dealing with “the concept of the de- 
rived function” and “the differential”, along with some additional 
material, were published in Moscow in Russian translation. After 
that, perhaps the first outside the Soviet Union to call attention 
to the interest of Marx’ ideas in mathematics was D. J. Struik 
(“Marx and Mathematics”, Science and Society 1948, 12, 181-196). 
Struik had access to the original German text of the Russian pub- 
lication and gave English translations of several pertinent 
passages. But Marx’ mathematical manuscripts were not published 
in their original German until the complete--some 1000 pages of 
manuscript are in the Institute of Marxism-Leninism--Moscow edition 
of 1968. This also includes a preface and other material by 
the editor, S. A. Yanovskaya, along with a Russian translation 
of all the manuscripts. The book is divided into two sections: 
the first contains the essentially original writings of Marx, 
including the two articles mentioned above. (Only these two 
were left by Marx in a complete state, and even then were not as 
such intended for publication). The second, larger, section 
includes summaries of books Marx studi.ed, excerpts from them 
along with his commentary, etc. The first volume under review 
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here includes only the German text of the first section of the 
Moscow edition; the second volume is an Italian translation of 
the same German text. 
When Marx left the Gymnasium in Trier in 1835 his graduation 
certificate included the statement: "He has a good knowledge of 
mathematics"--presumably a comment of his mathematics teacher, 
Johann Steininger (1792-1874). Nevertheless the next evidence of 
further occupation with mathematics came only in 1858. In a letter 
to Engels of 11 January, he wrote (Marx/Engels, Werke, vol. 29, 
p. 256): "In working out economic principles I have been so 
damned delayed by mistakes in computation that out of despair I 
have begun again a quick review of algebra. Arithmetic was al- 
ways foreign to me. By the algebraic detour I am shooting 
rapidly ahead again." 
By 1863 he was well into his study of calculus, writing 
Engels on 6 July (Marx/Engels, Werke, vol. 30, p. 362): "In my 
free time I do differential and integral calculus. Apropos! I 
have a surplus of books on it and will send you one, if you want 
to get hold of this subject." 
The books Marx had were English and French textbooks of the 
period and were based on the work of 17th and 18th century mathe- 
maticians. He early worked his way through Sauri's Cours complet 
de mathgmatiques (Paris 1778) and then the 1827 English translation 
(An elementary treatise on the differential and integral calculus) 
of the widely read work by Jean Louis Boucharlat (1775-1848). 
Among other books in Marx' library and used by him were texts by 
John Hind (1796-1866) and S. F. Lacroix (1765-1843). Marx was 
not current with the latest developments in mathematics on the 
Continent and seems to have been unaware of Cauchy's foundational 
work in the calculus. His original interest in mathematics was 
in its application to political economy, but he was soon drawn 
to the foundational questions of the calculus, since "here, as 
everwhere, it is important to tear off from science its veil of 
secrecy" (p. 130 of the German edition under review). 
In the first article "On the concept of the derived function" 
Marx develops his concept of the derivative in a dialectical 
way. He begins with the differentiation of the simple function 
y = ax. If x increases to x1, then y increases to yl, so that 
y1 - y = a(xl - x). Now let x go to x. Then the last equation 
becomes 0 =O. "First making the change and then removing it 
leads literally to nothing. The entire difficulty in under- 
standing the differentiation operation (as in that of any ne- 
gation of the negation whatever) lies precisely in seeing how 
it differs from such a simple procedure and therefore leads to 
true results" (p. 51). In this example the ratio of the differ- 
ences is such that (yl - y)/(x, - x) = a or Ay/Ax = a. Now 
letting x1 go to x we have O/O = a. Here, since all trace of the 
origin and significance of this expression has been erased, we 
substitute dy/dx, so that dy/dx = a. "The closely held consolation 
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of some rationali zing mathematicians, that dy and dx are in fact 
only infinitely small and [their ratio] only approaches O/O, is 
a chimera, as will more closely be shown in article II” (p. 53). 
In the second article “On the differential”, after discussing 
several examples, Marx concludes: ‘Wherever dx stands, its change 
of position leaves the ratio of dy to it untouched. Thus 
dy = f' (x)dx appears to be another form of dy/dx = f' (x) and is 
always replaceable by the latter” (p. 68). Further, the differ- 
ential that arose from an algebraic operation may be taken as the 
independent starting point for further operations. Thus: “We 
have a double right to treat the differential dy = f'(x)dx as a 
symbolic operational equation” (p. 69). 
A. N. Kolmogorov comments (in l’Matematika”, Bolshaya Sovetskaya 
Entsiklopediya, 2nd ed., 1954, vol. 26, p. 478): “In an especially 
detailed way K. Marx worked through the question of the content 
of the concept of the differential. The concept proposed by him, 
of the differential as an ‘operational symbol’, anticipated an 
idea that was revived only in the 20th century, and his interpre- 
tation of the differential as the principal [linear] part of an 
increment completely corresponds to what is stated in modern 
textbooks and was absent from the texts studied by K. Marx (the 
works of mathematicians on the foundations of analysis, beginning 
with the work of the French mathematician A. Cauchy, remained 
unknown to K. Marx). I’ 
K. A. Rybnikov further notes (in “Matematicheskie Rukopisi 
Marksa”, Bolshaya Sovetskaya Entsiklopediya, 2nd ed., 1954, vol. 
26, p. 497): “The concept of the differential as an operational 
symbol, first discovered by K. Marx, along with the distinction 
of the two concepts of the differential acquires, as the Soviet 
mathematician V. I. Glivenko has shown, a particular significance 
in the contemporary generalizations of the concept of the differ- 
ential in functional analysis.” 
Marx was, of course, also interested in the historical 
development of the calculus, and he distinguished three periods: 
(1) the “mystical differential calculus” of Newton and Leibniz, 
(2) the “rational differential calculus” of Euler and D’Alembert, 
and (3) the “purely algebraic differential calculus” of Lagrange. 
In the first period he found no mathematical foundation for the 
operations of the calculus, referring to the suppression of 
higher order differentials, for example, as “sleight of hand”, 
but he valued the historical significance of the new discoveries. 
He summed up the period: “Thus : they themselves believed in the 
mysterious character of the newly discovered calculus, that 
yielded true (and moreover, particularly in the geometrical ap- 
plication, astonishing) results by a positively false mathematical 
procedure. They were thus self-mystified, valued the new dis- 
covery all the higher, enraged the crowd of old orthodox mathe- 
maticians all the more, and thus called forth the cry of opposi- 
tion, that even in the lay world has an echo and is necessary in 
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order to pave the way for something new” (p. 119). 
In the “rational” period, D’Alembert is able to correct the 
procedure of the “mystics” so that, for example, “they are there- 
fore now removed without sleight of hand” (p. 121), and thus: 
“D’Alembert had, by stripping off the mystical garb from the 
differential calculus, made an enormous progress” (p. 122). But 
Marx still found much that was superfluous in D’Alembert’s pro- 
cedure, since the differential coefficient was presented by the 
binomial theorem and “is found already as second term of the 
development in a series” (p. 123). Marx’ advice to “throw out 
the useless baggage” (p. 123) was followed (or rather, anticipated) 
by Lagrange, who represents the “purely algebraic” period. The 
manuscripts in the volumes under review also include a considera- 
tion of Taylor’s and Maclaurin’s theorems. 
The new German edition, while not quite the “deutsche 
Erstverb’ffentlichung” its cover claims, must be welcomed, since 
the 1968 Moscow edition is not readily available, but the 
unscholarly editing is regrettable. The main part of the book, 
the manuscripts of Marx, is photocopied from the Moscow edit.ion, 
although thi.s is not stated, and the German footnotes of the 
Soviet editor are simply left as if they were by the present 
editor . On the other hand he has erased all but three of the 
98 references to notes in Russian. Of course the three remaining 
(on pages 53, 98, and 137) simply lead to Nowhere. He has added 
several notes of his own, but these are not nearly as helpful to 
the reader. In fact, the content of the notes in the Moscow 
edition seems to be entirely ignored. Is this merely because 
the present editor cannot read Russian? There is also added a 
sequence of numerals and right angles in the left margins of 
several pages. They have no obvious connection with the text 
and are nowhere explained. 
This edition has its own ‘introduction’ and ‘commentary’; 
the reader may safely skip them--indeed he is advised to do so. 
They contain much that is superfluous, irrelevant, and/or 
nonsense. For example (p. 158): “This rough form of argument, 
that Marx rather vaguely understands as a dialectical procedure, 
i.e. the transition of f(x) through F(XJ ,x) to F(x,x) , has an 
amazing similarity to the diagonal process of Cantor, that is 
applied in set theory and logic in connection with the general 
foundational problems of mathematics .I’ 
A good introduction for the German reader would be the 
article “Karl Marx’ ‘Mathematische Manuskripte’ ” by S. A. Yanovskaya 
(Sowjetwissenschaft. Gesellschaftswissenschaftliche BeitrBge, 
1969, Heft 1, pages 20-35). This article is cited by our editor 
in his introduction, although he does not make clear that this 
is a German translation of the preface to the Moscow edition. 
Those who read Russian, but do not have access to the Moscow 
edition could read the article by K. A. Rybnikov. (Rybnikov 
wrote hfs doctoral dissertation on the mathematical manuscripts 
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of Marx.) Those who read English can do no better than read the 
excellent article by Struik. Finally, the list price of this 
slim paperback is 12.80 DM, but in an ironic confirmation of 
Marx’ theory of capitalist exploitation, the price was raised 
almost as soon as the catalog listing it was published. 
Translation is a difficult job, and translation of a work 
that was not intended for publication is doubly difficult. The 
Italian translation is very readable and the printing is good. 
I noted only a few mistakes: ‘descrescenti’ (p. 161) instead of 
the correct ‘crescenti’, ‘contraibile’ (p. 172), presumably a 
typographical error for ‘contrattile’, a reference (on. p. 84) 
to a blank page, and the somewhat garbled sentence (p. 138): 
“si credeva nel carattere misterioso de1 tipo di calcolo 
recentemente scoperto, the forniva risultati veri (e in tal modo 
specialmente anche risultati sorprendenti) nella applicazione 
geometrica con un procedimento matematico effettivamente errata.” 
This should read: si credeva nel carattere misterioso de1 tipo 
di calcolo recentemente scoperto, the forniva risultati veri 
(e in tal modo specialmente nella applicazione geometrica anche 
risultati sorprendenti) con un procedimento matematico 
effettivamente errato. The proofreader was not a mathematician, 
however: fifteen equations have mistakes in them, and we see 
once again the danger of Newton’s ‘dot’ notation. Already in 
the German text at least one dot has disappeared. In the Italian 
edition six more dots have disappeared, although two of these 
departed quantities come back in Leibnizian form (du, dz) to 
haunt page 114, where they have no connection with the text. 
Each of the translator-editors wrote an introduction. The 
one by Matarrese is marked by vague generalities and inexact 
particulars. For example, after mentioning the calculation of 
the position and orbit of planets and comets, Matarrese continues 
(p. 13): “D. Harley (1656-1742) sulla base di quest0 tipo di 
calcoli stabill the le comete apparse nel 1531, 1607 e 1628 
facevano parte della stessa cometa e the nel 1679 sarebbe 
riapparsa: la previsione trovo una conferma nella realt8.l’ 
Now, the date ‘1628’ for the correct ‘1682’ can be explained as 
a typesetter’s error; ID. Harley’ for ‘E. Harley’ is a bit more 
difficult to explain; ‘1679’ for ‘1758’ is inexplicable. Ponzio’ s 
introduction, on the other hand, is much better and should help 
the reader in understanding the point of the mathematical 
manuscripts of Marx. That point was stated by Friedrich Engels 
in his Anti-Diihring (3rd ed., Foreign Languages Publishing House, 
Moscow 1962, p. 185) : “Elementary mathematics, the mathematics 
of constant quantities, moves within the confines of formal 
logic, at any rate on the whole; the mathematics of variables, 
whose most important part is the infinitesimal calculus, is in 
essence nothing other than the application of dialectics to 
mathematical relations .‘I 
